Giampolo Law Group (GLG) is a
boutique law firm changing what
people expect from their attorneys by
delivering customized, results-driven
legal services to every business,
organization, and individual we represent in a wide range of legal services
including LGBT Estate Planning and
Adoptions, Employment Discrimination, Transgender Law, Business Law,
and Real Estate.
GLG provides
innovative, efficient, and results-driven legal solutions to setup, develop,
and optimize your business, while also
protecting your personal assets.
Whether your concerns are those of an
established company, startup business,
charitable organization, property
owner, spouse, new parent, investor,
artist, or inventor, GLG combines
unmatched expertise with a customized and cost-effective approach to
client service.
Very rarely do clients’ needs fit neatly
into a single box. An effective attorney, no matter what their particular
expertise, must engage with each client
to truly understand the complexities
and inter-relationships of their legal
and business concerns. Separating one
from the other, or isolating a single
issue without analyzing the big picture
is the equivalent of patching over a
problem instead of addressing the
root cause.

Unfortunately, this narrow, transaction-based practice of law is standard
for the vast majority attorneys and
their clients. We are committed to
changing that.
GLG’s legal and business expertise is
matched only by our commitment to
client service. As a boutique practice,
client communication and service is
vital because we learn and grow with
our clients as their needs evolve over
time. GLG’s unwavering dedication
to service, education, and preparation
puts our clients in the best possible
position for success.
“Philly Gay Lawyer” is the advocacy
arm of Giampolo Group and in her role
as Philly Gay Lawyer, Angela Giampolo is an expert on LGBT legal issues
and has been featured as a national
leading expert as a Fox News Analyst
and on NPR, Wall Street Journal,
American News Radio, and several
Sirius stations. She also hosts her own
radio show called SpeakOUT on
Q102, focusing on issues impacting
the LGBT community.
She actively blogs at Lawyer.LGBT
and is a legal columnist for the Legal
Intelligencer, Philadelphia Business
Journal, The Philadelphia Gay News
and Curve Magazine, the only national
magazine dedicated to lesbian issues.

Angela is also on the board of many
local, statewide, and national non-profit
organizations, including the Philadelphia
Bar Association’s Board of Governors,
the Liberty City Democratic Club,
Citizen’s Diplomacy International, the
National Adoption Center, and she
serves as President of Philadelphia Gay
and Lesbian Lawyers of Philadelphia
(GALLOP).
In her career, Angela has been bestowed
the honor of being the National LGBT
Bar Association Top 40 Under 40 LGBT
Attorneys, Legal Intelligencer’s 2015
Most Diverse Attorney, Philadelphia
Business Journal’s Woman of Distinction, Top 40 Under 40 Business People in
Philadelphia, and Top 25 LGBT Owned
Businesses 3 years running.
Angela has also worked in government
at the Office of General Counsel in
Harrisburg mainly with the Corporations
Bureau and the Election Law Division,
as well as with the United Nations at the
International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda in prosecuting those responsible
for the Rwandan Genocide of 1994.
She is currently completing her first
book, a narrative and pictorial review of
rooftop bars and lounges from around
the world.

